RICUs and Directors

Centre for Children’s Rights and Family Law -- Prof. Ursula Kilkelly
Centre for Co-operative Studies -- Prof. Thia Hennessy
Centre for Criminal Justice and Human Rights -- Dr Fiona Donson
Centre for Investment Research -- Dr Niall O’ Sullivan/Prof. Mark Hutchinson
(associated with ERI) Centre for Law and the Environment -- Prof Owen McIntyre/Dr Aine Ryall
Centre for Resilience & Business Continuity -- Dr Karen Neville
Centre for Sports Economics and Law -- Dr Robert Butler
Centre for Sustainable Livelihoods -- Dr Joe Bogue
Competitiveness Institute -- Prof Eleanor Doyle
Financial Services Innovation Centre -- JB McCarthy
Health Information Systems Research Centre -- Dr Simon Woodworth/Dr Ciara Heavin/Dr Ciara Fitzgerald
Human Resources Research Centre -- Professor Anthony McDonnell/Dr Ronan Carbery
Spatial and Regional Economic Research Centre – Dr Justin Doran/ Dr Declan Jordan